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Biography of O Henry O. And sixty cents of it was in pennies. Three times Della counted it. One dollar and
eighty-seven cents. And the next day would be Christmas. The two brothers of William were Shirley Worth
and David Weir who both died in early childhood. She wrote poetry and had a promising artistic temperament
with a natural eye for drawing and painting, surely a talent which young Will inherited. She ran her household
with a firm but loving hand. Tragically she died of tuberculosis at the age of thirty when Will was only three
years old. His father Sidney was a gentle and good humoured man, gregarious, and generous to a fault.
Absent-minded with a long flowing beard, he travelled Guilford county visiting his patients. As was the
custom of the time, he never sent invoices to his patients; they were expected to settle once a year. Without his
wife to stay on top of their accounts, finances dwindled and Sidney started to drink. Sidney became
increasingly occupied with various inventions he was developing, poking about in his workshop with such
contraptions as a perpetual motion water wheel. She became teacher, parent, and mentor to him. Will studied
the basics there, writing and arithmetic, and he read classic literature and poetry. He was very clever with a
pencil and loved to draw caricatures. The combined pharmacy, soda fountain, tobacco shop, and newsstand
was the local gathering spot. Porter became immersed in the social scene, entertaining the customers with
stories and drawing caricatures of them for which he became well known. He saw the humour in the everyday,
and made notes of all the colourful characters he encountered, fodder for his future stories. He also obtained a
pharmacist license in Small town life was not to hold him for long, however, and he had developed a
persistent cough. Thinking that a change of climate would do him well, at the age of eighteen he moved to
Texas, settling in Austin in He was already writing short stories while he held a number of jobs including
pharmacist before working with the Texas Land Office. Around this time he met Athol Estes Roach. They
married in and had a daughter, Margaret Worth d. With a steady income Porter was now able to focus on his
writing. In he began work as a bank teller with the First National Bank. In Porter launched a humorous weekly
magazine The Rolling Stone no relation to the current magazine, founded in It featured political and every
day satirical articles and cartoons, all by Will himself, which he also published. After time spent in Honduras,
during which Porter coined the term "banana republic", he had to return to Texas to face charges of
embezzlement. His wife was also was suffering from tuberculosis and he rushed to see her. Athol died in July
of They then moved to Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. Margaret never knew that her father had spent time in prison.
She was always told he was away on business. In he began a five-year sentence in Columbus, Ohio federal
prison. Around this time he changed his name to Sydney. Thereafter a number of his stories written in prison
appeared in print, always under a pseudonym, his favourite being "O. The general public did not know of his
prison term until after his death. After being released from prison in just three years, Porter moved on to the
next chapter in his life: Porter crafted everyday tales of myriad characters, many recurring, based in New York
City with humour, wit, and realism. Porter also wrote numerous stories set in Western and South and Central
America. Troubled by ill-health and heavy drinking for many years, surely Porter was happy when he married
his childhood sweetheart from Greensboro, Sara Sallie Lindsey Coleman, in But Porter was living an
extravagant lifestyle amid increasing pressure to keep his commitments to publishers for more and more
stories. This stress plus added financial problems led to Sara leaving in him in William Sidney Porter died of
cirrhosis on 5 June, A funeral was held in New York City. His daughter was later buried beside him. Henry
Museum in Austen, Texas, open to the public, serves to preserve artifacts and archival materials related to O. I
have nothing to say on the question, sir; Nothing to say to you. And the sun went down and the moon came
up, And he talked till the dawn of day; Though he said, "On this subject mentioned by you, I have nothing
whatever to say. Henry Biography written by C. Merriman for Jalic Inc. Copyright Jalic Inc The above
biography is copyrighted. Do not republish it without permission. All I can find out about her is that Margaret
Worth Porter died in which made her 38, about 9 years younger than her father who died of health problems
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caused or worsened by alcoholism. Did she have creative leanings? Did she have any accomplishment at all of
her own? Did she ever marry? Short for Young Kids? I recently sponsored a Great Books Club for 4th through
6th graders and would love to have them read an O Henry short story that is appropriate for their age,
especially one that features a child so they could better relate. Can someone who really knows their stuff
suggest a good one? Thank you very much! She gives him a gift to match his blue eyes --they are still blue to
her but are clouded now, maybe cataracts. He gives her a gift to match her hair color red I think but it has
turned gray. I need the reference for a piece I am writing about couples that reconnect after many years, very
grateful for help. It was within a collection of short stories I have, and just so happened to be the next story in
the collection I came to right around Thanksgiving time. I have to say that thus far I really do like his work
though I have only read two stories, I enjoyed both of them a great deal and find that he truly is a master and
clever craftsman with his sto I have heard that he does write horror stories and things of that nature so I have
been curious to read his works. I it was by chance that I came across one of his stories within one of my short
story collections. I was surprised by how expertly written each story I have read so far was, as I did not really
recognize any of the authors names included within the collection, until I came across O Henry. Now I am
intrigued to look up the other authors included to see if they too are all known writers who are simply not
known to me. Mammon and The Archer was qui Henry short story that involves a married couple. They go
about their day either being helpful or nasty to people they encounter then switch roles the next day. Thanks in
advance to anyone who can help me He wrote so naturally and without much difficulty as if it was but to
breathe to him. What makes him great in my opinion can be listed as such: What would you say about that?
Henry I am looking for a short stories written by O. Henry, but I only remember the plot of it. One is a
handsome hunter in the mountain and the other is a pretty young peasant maid. They met in the foot of the
Alps and fell in love with each other. But in fact both of them are from the upper class of their society.
Because of tiring of the life of luxury and privilege of their class, they went to the Alps to live a rural live. But
at last, their love story was put to an end, as they know the status of the other. Could anybody knew it tell me
the title ASAP: Summary of the ransom of Red Cheif This story tells of a young boy held for ransom by two
money hungry criminals, Bill Driscoll and Sam Howard. Do you guys also have problems with many phrases
in O. Posted By yessjj in Henry, O 4 Replies the listener? Can anyone help me to find a story by O Henry
which my mother read as a child she is now 80 - she believes it was called "The Listener" and would dearly
love to read it again. I have been unable to find anything with this title and wondered whether anyone would
recognise the tale of a person who hears the goings on of others. I would be so grateful if anyone could help.
Posted By rkirk in Henry, O 2 Replies.
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Previous Next Attic Insulation Dangers: Vermiculite is also used in insulation materials, and, normally, is not
a problem; however, there are issues regarding tainted vermiculite from the Libby, Montana mines, which was
used in home insulation. Libby, Montana, is the site of one of the worst man-made environmental disasters in
the nation. The vermiculite minesâ€”which allowed the town of Libby to prosper for decadesâ€”have also
sickened thousands of residents and killed hundreds. Although the vermiculite mines closed in , it was not
until when the EPA stepped in and started cleaning up the tainted vermiculite mess. Allegedly, executives at
the W. If you are not a resident of Libby, Montana, you may be wondering how this issue could possibly
affect you. The answer to that question could lie in your attic. The most popular vermiculite insulation in the
United States was sold under the brand name Zonolite, by W. It is estimated that as much as 70 percent of the
vermiculite-containing insulation sold in the U. The problem with the contaminated vermiculite is so
widespread that the EPA now recommends that all vermiculite insulation should be assumed to be
contaminated with asbestos. Vermiculite insulation was often poured inside concrete block or wood-framed
walls, and spread between attic rafters or under floors. What to Do if You Find Vermiculite Insulation in Your
Home First and foremost, if you find vermiculite insulation in your home, do not disturb it, as asbestos is only
a danger when it becomes airborne. If, however, you are planning on a remodeling project which could
potentially stir up the asbestos, it is better to hire a professional asbestos removal contractor. Seal off the
insulation by using caulk or spray foam around plumbing pipes, light fixtures, fans and switches. Asbestos
Risks Asbestosis is a lung disease which occurs when a person inhales asbestos fibers. The disease has a slow
onset, usually requiring several years of exposure. The formation of scar-like tissue in the lungs is a character
of asbestosis, with shortness of breath being the most common symptom. Mesothelioma is perhaps the most
well-known disease associated with asbestos exposure. Chest and shoulder pain, and a dry cough are
hallmarks of mesothelioma. Mesothelioma is rarely seen less than ten years from the time of first exposure,
and can occur even 40 years after first exposure. Asbestos exposure can also cause lung cancer, and while lung
cancer caused by asbestos can take years to develop, in fact the changes in the lungs can begin as soon as a
person is exposed to asbestos. Symptoms of lung cancer include:
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I am a ten-dollar Treasury note, series of You may have seen one in a friend's hand. On my face, in the centre, is a
picture of the bison Americanus, miscalled a buffalo by fifty or sixty millions of Americans.

Henry William Sydney Porter [? But you may think that the conversation of a little old ten-dollar bill in New
York would be nothing more than a whisper. Pass up this sotto voce autobiography of an X if you like. How
are they for repartee? I am a ten-dollar Treasury note, series of On my face, in the centre, is a picture of the
bison Americanus, miscalled a buffalo by fifty or sixty millions of Americans. The heads of Capt. Clark adorn
the ends. On my back is the graceful figure of Liberty or Ceres or Maxine Elliot standing in the centre of the
stage on a conservatory plant. My references isâ€”or areâ€”Section 3,, Revised Statutes. But a little old
ragged, damp, dingy five-dollar silver certificate gave me a jar one day. I was next to it in the fat and
bad-smelling purse of a butcher. Just then a two-dollar bill behind me with a George Washington head, spoke
up to the fiver: Silk for mine, every time. I was lucky money. I kept on the move. Sometimes I changed hands
twenty times a day. It seemed that on Saturday nights I never missed being slapped down on a bar. Tens were
always slapped down, while ones and twos were slid over to the bartenders folded. I got in the habit of looking
for mine, and I managed to soak in a little straight or some spilled Martini or Manhattan whenever I could. But
this peddler got into trouble one day on account of having his cart too near a crossing, and I was rescued. I
always will feel grateful to the cop that got me. He changed me at a cigar store near the Bowery that was
running a crap game in the back room. So it was the Captain of the precinct, after all, that did me the best turn,
when he got his. He blew me for wine the next evening in a Broadway restaurant; and I really felt as glad to
get back again as an Astor does when he sees the lights of Charing Cross.
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But you may think that the conversation of a little old ten-dollar bill in New York would be nothing more than
a whisper. How are they for repartee? I am a ten-dollar Treasury note, series of On my face, in the centre, is a
picture of the bison Americanus, miscalled a buffalo by fifty or sixty millions of Americans. The heads of
Capt. Clark adorn the ends. On my back is the graceful figure of Liberty or Ceres or Maxine Elliot standing in
the centre of the stage on a conservatory plant. My references is--or are--Section 3,, Revised Statutes. But a
little old ragged, damp, dingy five-dollar silver certificate gave me a jar one day. I was next to it in the fat and
bad-smelling purse of a butcher. Just then a two-dollar bill behind me with a George Washington head, spoke
up to the fiver: Silk for mine, every time. I was lucky money. I kept on the move. Sometimes I changed hands
twenty times a day. It seemed that on Saturday nights I never missed being slapped down on a bar. Tens were
always slapped down, while ones and twos were slid over to the bartenders folded. I got in the habit of looking
for mine, and I managed to soak in a little straight or some spilled Martini or Manhattan whenever I could. But
this peddler got into trouble one day on account of having his cart too near a crossing, and I was rescued. I
always will feel grateful to the cop that got me. He changed me at a cigar store near the Bowery that was
running a crap game in the back room. So it was the Captain of the precinct, after all, that did me the best turn,
when he got his. He blew me for wine the next evening in a Broadway restaurant; and I really felt as glad to
get back again as an Astor does when he sees the lights of Charing Cross. A tainted ten certainly does get
action on Broadway. I was alimony once, and got folded in a little dogskin purse among a lot of dimes. They
were bragging about the busy times there were in Ossining whenever three girls got hold of one of them
during the ice cream season. The first I ever heard of tainted money was one night when a good thing with a
Van to his name threw me over with some other bills to buy a stack of blues. Be bold; everywhere be bold, but
be not bowled over. Old Jack certainly was a gild-edged sport. When it came his time to loosen up he never
referred the waiter to an actuary. By and by it got around that he was smiting the rock in the wilderness; and
all along Broadway things with cold noses and hot gullets fell in on our trail. The third Jungle Book was there
waiting for somebody to put covers on it. At last we floated into an uptown cafe that I knew by heart. He sat
down quiet and sang "Ramble" in a half-hearted way. His feelings had been hurt, so the twenty told me,
because his offer to the church had been refused. Old Jack paid the twenty above me for a round, leaving me
on the outside of his roll. He laid the roll on the table and sent for the proprietor. Will it buy of your wares in
the name of the devil? Old Jack gets up, peels me off the roll and hands me to her with a bow. I am a gambler.
Where he got it I do not know. If you will do me the favor to accept it, it is yours. I was a clerk in the Treasury
Department. There was an official to whom I owed my position. You say they are tainted now. Thank you
with all my heart, sir--thank you--thank you. Away from Old Jack and a sizzling good time to a bakery. And I
get changed, and she does a Sheridan-twenty-miles-away with a dozen rolls and a section of jelly cake as big
as a turbine water-wheel. A week afterward I butted up against one of the one-dollar bills the baker had given
the woman for change. It was a bum room with a sick kid in it. But you ought to have seen him go for the
bread and tincture of formaldehyde. Then she prayed some. We one-spots hear ten prayers, where you hear
one. I wish I was big enough to move in society with you tainted bills. I know the rest of it. Now look on my
back and read what you see there. Get started by clicking the "Add" button. Add The Tale of a Tainted Tenner
to your own personal library.
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This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. He changed the spelling of his middle
name to Sydney in His parents were Dr. When William was three, his mother died after birthing her third
child, and he and his father moved into the home of his paternal grandmother. He then enrolled at the Lindsey
Street High School. His aunt continued to tutor him until he was At the drugstore, he also showed his natural
artistic talents by sketching the townsfolk. Hall to Texas in March , hoping that a change of air would help
alleviate a persistent cough he had developed. While on the ranch, he learned bits of Spanish and German
from the mix of immigrant ranch hands. He also spent time reading classic literature. Porter resided with the
Harrells for three years. He went to work briefly for the Morley Brothers Drug Company as a pharmacist. He
also began writing as a sideline and wrote many of his early stories in the Harrell house. As a young bachelor,
Porter led an active social life in Austin. He was known for his wit, story-telling and musical talents. He
played both the guitar and mandolin. He sang in the choir at St. Porter family in early sâ€”Athol, Margaret
daughter , William Porter met and began courting Athol Estes, 17 years old and from a wealthy family. Her
mother objected to the match because Athol was ill, suffering from tuberculosis. Smoot, pastor of the Central
Presbyterian Church , where the Estes family attended church. The couple continued to participate in musical
and theater groups, and Athol encouraged her husband to pursue his writing. Athol gave birth to a son in , who
died hours after birth, and then daughter Margaret Worth Porter in September The salary was enough to
support his family, but he continued his contributions to magazines and newspapers. The castle-like building
he worked in was even woven into some of his tales such as "Bexar Scrip No. His job at the GLO was a
political appointment by Hall. Hall ran for governor in the election of but lost. Porter resigned on January 21, ,
the day after the new governor, Jim Hogg , was sworn in. The bank was operated informally, and Porter was
apparently careless in keeping his books and may have embezzled funds. In , he was accused by the bank of
embezzlement and lost his job but was not indicted at the time. He then worked full-time on his humorous
weekly called The Rolling Stone, which he started while working at the bank. Although eventually reaching a
top circulation of 1,, The Rolling Stone failed in April because the paper never provided an adequate income.
However, his writing and drawings had caught the attention of the editor at the Houston Post. Porter and his
family moved to Houston in , where he started writing for the Post. Porter gathered ideas for his column by
loitering in hotel lobbies and observing and talking to people there. This was a technique he used throughout
his writing career. While he was in Houston, federal auditors audited the First National Bank of Austin and
found the embezzlement shortages that led to his firing. A federal indictment followed, and he was arrested on
charges of embezzlement. He was due to stand trial on July 7, , but the day before, as he was changing trains
to get to the courthouse, an impulse hit him. He fled, first to New Orleans and later to Honduras, with which
the United States had no extradition treaty at that time. William lived in Honduras for only six months, until
January There he became friends with Al Jennings , a notorious train robber, who later wrote a book about
their friendship. Unfortunately, Athol became too ill to meet Porter in Honduras as he had planned. When he
learned that his wife was dying, Porter returned to Austin in February and surrendered to the court, pending
trial. Athol Estes Porter died from tuberculosis then known as consumption on July 25, He was sentenced to
five years in prison and imprisoned on March 25, , at the Ohio Penitentiary in Columbus, Ohio. Porter was a
licensed pharmacist and was able to work in the prison hospital as the night druggist. He was given his own
room in the hospital wing, and there is no record that he actually spent time in the cell block of the prison. He
had 14 stories published under various pseudonyms while he was in prison but was becoming best known as
"O. A friend of his in New Orleans would forward his stories to publishers so that they had no idea that the
writer was imprisoned. Porter was released on July 24, , for good behavior after serving three years. Margaret
was never told that her father had been in prisonâ€”just that he had been away on business. While there, he
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wrote short stories. His wit, characterization, and plot twists were adored by his readers but often panned by
critics. Porter married again in to childhood sweetheart Sarah Sallie Lindsey Coleman, whom he met again
after revisiting his native state of North Carolina. Sarah Lindsey Coleman was herself a writer and wrote a
romanticized and fictionalized version of their correspondence and courtship in her novella Wind of Destiny.
In , Sarah left him, and he died on June 5, , of cirrhosis of the liver , complications of diabetes , and an
enlarged heart. She married cartoonist Oscar Cesare of New York in ; they were divorced four years later. She
died of tuberculosis in and is buried next to her father. Stories[ edit ] Portrait of Porter used as frontispiece in
the posthumous collection of short stories Waifs and Strays O. In his day he was called the American answer
to Guy de Maupassant. While both authors wrote plot twist endings, O. Many take place in New York City
and deal for the most part with ordinary people: Henry had an inimitable hand for isolating some element of
society and describing it with an incredible economy and grace of language. Some of his best and least-known
work is contained in Cabbages and Kings , a series of stories each of which explores some individual aspect of
life in a paralytically sleepy Central American town, while advancing some aspect of the larger plot and
relating back one to another. Cabbages and Kings was his first collection of stories, followed by The Four
Million. Henry, everyone in New York counted. He had an obvious affection for the city, which he called
"Bagdad-on-the-Subway", [7] and many of his stories are set thereâ€”while others are set in small towns or in
other cities. His final work was "Dream", a short story intended for the magazine The Cosmopolitan but left
incomplete at the time of his death. The essential premise of this story has been copied, re-worked, parodied,
and otherwise re-told countless times in the century since it was written. Despite efforts at petty theft,
vandalism, disorderly conduct, and "flirting" with a young prostitute, Soapy fails to draw the attention of the
police. Disconsolate, he pauses in front of a church, where an organ anthem inspires him to clean up his life;
ironically, he is charged for loitering and sentenced to three months in prison. He goes to a town bank to case
it before he robs it. They immediately fall in love and Valentine decides to give up his criminal career. He
moves into the town, taking up the identity of Ralph Spencer, a shoemaker. Just as he is about to leave to
deliver his specialized tools to an old associate, a lawman who recognizes him arrives at the bank. Knowing it
will seal his fate, Valentine opens the safe to rescue the child. In later film and TV depictions, the Kid would
be portrayed as a dashing adventurer, perhaps skirting the edges of the law, but primarily on the side of the
angels. In the original short story, the only story by Porter to feature the character, the Kid is a murderous,
ruthless border desperado, whose trail is dogged by a heroic Texas Ranger. The twist ending is, unusually for
Porter, tragic. Pen name[ edit ] Porter used a number of pen names including "O. Henry" or "Olivier Henry" in
the early part of his writing career; other names included S. Dowd, and Howard Clark. Henry" seemed to
garner the most attention from editors and the public, and was used exclusively by Porter for his writing by
about He gave various explanations for the origin of his pen name. It was during these New Orleans days that
I adopted my pen name of O. I said to a friend: Help me pick out a good one. In the society columns we found
the account of a fashionable ball. I want something short. None of your three-syllable names for me. I replied,
"O stands for Olivier, the French for Oliver. Dispensary which Porter used working in the prison pharmacy.
Henry Award is a prestigious annual prize named after Porter and given to outstanding short stories. A film
was made in featuring five stories, called O. Henry House and O. Henry Hall , both in Austin, Texas, are
named for him. Henry was convicted of embezzlement.
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But you may think that the conversation of a little old ten-dollar bill in New York would be nothing more than
a whisper. Pass up this sotto voce autobiography of an X if you like. How are they for repartee? I am a
ten-dollar Treasury note, series of On my face, in the centre, is a picture of the bison Americanus, miscalled a
buffalo by fifty or sixty millions of Americans. The heads of Capt. Clark adorn the ends. On my back is the
graceful figure of Liberty or Ceres or Maxine Elliot standing in the centre of the stage on a conservatory plant.
My references isâ€”or areâ€”Section 3,, Revised Statutes. But a little old ragged, damp, dingy five-dollar
silver certificate gave me a jar one day. I was next to it in the fat and bad-smelling purse of a butcher. Just then
a two-dollar bill behind me with a George Washington head, spoke up to the fiver: Silk for mine, every time. I
was lucky money. I kept on the move. Sometimes I changed hands twenty times a day. It seemed that on
Saturday nights I never missed being slapped down on a bar. Tens were always slapped down, while ones and
twos were slid over to the bartenders folded. I got in the habit of looking for mine, and I managed to soak in a
little straight or some spilled Martini or Manhattan whenever I could. But this peddler got into trouble one day
on account of having his cart too near a crossing, and I was rescued. I always will feel grateful to the cop that
got me. He changed me at a cigar store near the Bowery that was running a crap game in the back room. So it
was the Captain of the precinct, after all, that did me the best turn, when he got his. He blew me for wine the
next evening in a Broadway restaurant; and I really felt as glad to get back again as an Astor does when he
sees the lights of Charing Cross. A tainted ten certainly does get action on Broadway. I was alimony once, and
got folded in a little dogskin purse among a lot of dimes. They were bragging about the busy times there were
in Ossining whenever three girls got hold of one of them during the ice cream season. The first I ever heard of
tainted money was one night when a good thing with a Van to his name threw me over with some other bills to
buy a stack of blues. Be bold; everywhere be bold, but be not bowled over. Old Jack certainly was a
gild-edged sport. When it came his time to loosen up he never referred the waiter to an actuary. By and by it
got around that he was smiting the rock in the wilderness; and all along Broadway things with cold noses and
hot gullets fell in on our trail. The third Jungle Book was there waiting for somebody to put covers on it. He
sat down quiet and sang "Ramble" in a half-hearted way. His feelings had been hurt, so the twenty told me,
because his offer to the church had been refused. Old Jack paid the twenty above me for a round, leaving me
on the outside of his roll. He laid the roll on the table and sent for the proprietor. Will it buy of your wares in
the name of the devil? Old Jack gets up, peels me off the roll and hands me to her with a bow. I am a gambler.
Where he got it I do not know. If you will do me the favor to accept it, it is yours. I was a clerk in the Treasury
Department. There was an official to whom I owed my position. You say they are tainted now. Thank you
with all my heart, sirâ€”thank youâ€”thank you. Away from Old Jack and a sizzling good time to a bakery.
And I get changed, and she does a Sheridan-twenty-miles-away with a dozen rolls and a section of jelly cake
as big as a turbine water-wheel. A week afterward I butted up against one of the one-dollar bills the baker had
given the woman for change. It was a bum room with a sick kid in it. But you ought to have seen him go for
the bread and tincture of formaldehyde. Then she prayed some. We one-spots hear ten prayers, where you hear
one. I wish I was big enough to move in society with you tainted bills. I know the rest of it. Now look on my
back and read what you see there.
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It follows the stories of two couple of twin-brothers, one story ties to the other. The twin brothers couples are
Frisk and Chara, Ferox and Gladio. Yes, Chara and Frisk are Males. Sansby, AsRiel, Alphyne, Paffett,???
Then, Ferox literally goes Demon-Mode when his dad fights him, killing him in the process. After these
events, Ferox is now scared of what he became, talks to his brother Gladio and tells him he will go to visit
Chara. Chara is horrified and runs away, wanting to jump down Mt. As the monster lover he was, Ferox did
not attack Asriel, but asked what happened to Chara and how he died. After Asriel explained him how Chara
became his sibling and poisoned himself planning to give his soul to Asriel and kill Kevin and his gang, Ferox
gets a little happier knowing Chara sacrificed himself to help him clear the village from those guys, and tells
Asriel that he was planning the same thing. They become alarmed and threatens to attack, when Ferox just
bursts in telling that Asriel is innocent and Chara poisoned himself just to give Asriel his soul to overcome the
barrier and kill the gang. Kevin gets mad and his gang attacks, but Ferox with just 5 stabs clears the gang out.
Kevin gets literally furious and shoots Asriel but Ferox gets in the way, taking the hit. Wrecked with grief
Ferox tells everyone that Chara jumped down the mount and he died, causing his best friends, the original six
souls, to run to the Ebott, failing to stop five of them from jumping. As Richard jumps, Ferox does too, and
Mike, Gladio and everyone else falls, following Ferox desperately in the Underground. They land on Jerry,
who was in the wrong place at the wrong moment, sending it in a comatose status. Richard is nowhere to be
found, and Ferox, after both Mike and Gladio yelled at him, reunited the group, and walked through the Ruins.
Sparing every single monster encountered, they reached Toriel, Ex-Queen of the Monsters, who let them go
without asking anything. Knowing that Ferox wanted to rescue Richard, Sans told Ferox that they could go to
the castle via teleportation, but when they went there it was too late, Richard was already put in a coffin and
Asgore had his soul in his paws. Asgore was about to accept when an angered Jerry enters the room and stabs
Ferox and Gladio from their backs, making Ferox feel mad and betrayed. Ferox discovered that his high L. E
had corrupted his soul and his Stubborness pumped out a hell of Determination, being ten times more
powerful than a Determined Soul, and made his knife glow of a very dark red. Now the whole crew was
composed of meta-humans. Then, failing to erase the barrier, he modified it to accept the new six mean souls
and recreated the full Underground as it was. Then, he proceeded and created Soul Bracelets, linking them to
every single meta-human, to make it so he and someone else will know if something happens to them. A new
threat will also appear after some Genocide Runs and if Frisk messes up too much with someone he may not
be himself anymore. If Frisk messes too much with the timelines or just makes Ferox snap, there will be
consequences Which one Frisk takes, is up to the player.
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Here, a currency note is narrating its own tale at the deathbed. It is now lying in the furnace of RBI office
before the final take off to heavens. This is my final hour This is my final tenet. A press was my labour room,
A casting dye was my breast milk. Under tight security I sprang forth into the world. Instead of a sweet name I
was only a number. I was only a paper, a given value My destination was the entire world. And I was bundled,
packed, dispatched To reach a bank, various hands. And I reached numberless pockets, Purses of umpteen
kinds. I was a traveler in this world, I had practically no home. Both the prince and the pauper possessed me
And in the cycle of life, dispossessed me too. One bought wine selling me, The other, a square meal. Here is a
man treasuring me to his chest, There is a man throwing me to streets. Here is a man pick pocketing me There
is a man liberally donating me. Life is an endless gamble, I was in the share market for a long time. It was a
hoarding life Those were my busy days. End to end have I seen life Deserts and oasis have I crossed. Man hath
battled in my name, He hath drawn blood to pocket me. I gave the world part of its needs, Long sighs were
often heard. I have eluded many pockets I did reach many inns. Upon the watermark They were essays of the
public They were messages unto the world. And the dust of the earth And the saliva of man And the unpteen
folds Broke my backbone and heart. In a bundle for several times My neighbors were fake ones. Born in local
presses They were serving an underworld. Once I reached temples At other times, the red streets. Different
places and different phylum- It was a travel beyond my scope. Life was inodorous, In a way, all the world was
my stage. Both the temple and the church were to me one, No purse to me had any preference. With no
priorities nor any wants I kept on travelling in this world. The dingy air of the vault And the open winds to me
were the same. Yet, time was telling its tale, I was becoming old. My backbone was for several times plastered
And I finally was confined to a dingy chest. Within a cycle of time I was caught, The passage of time to me
was unknown. And one day my cubicle was opened, It was like the gates of gallows being opened. I heard my
officials in whispering tones And knew that it was a decree for my last trip. Into a wooden box I was dumped,
Into a wagon it was hauled. Those were the last rays of the parting day, That was my death knell â€”a whistle
and clatter of wheels. It seemed an endless trip, It was a death-like, long silence, It seemed a distant burial
ground, It seemed a deep, grumbling sound. And my box was finally unloaded, I had reached the Capitol. For
the last time I was examined, And the officials finally wrote me off. I was punched and defaced, I was
properly murdered. With a major junk of flesh gone, It was my final dispatch to heavens. I lay waiting and
waiting, Where was my release, my funeral pyre? Now, I am before a furnace, Ney, it is my funeral pyre. In a
flick I am ashes, In a lick I would be out of this world. Two men are ready for my dispatch, They are going
through their rituals. A list is being ticked out And the passport is finally drawn. For a burial, I was paid- I saw
tears in the eyes of the dispossessed. Now, it is my turn, my burial, I see no breaking hearts around me. Those
who had possessed me, dispossessed me, Those who had dispossessed me had forgotten me. My generations
are waiting in the press, They are to follow my steps sooner or later. Beyond the lick of the flames, All is now
a vanishing tale.
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